
NICK BULLOCK

The Emotional Tightrope

A stooped 6ft 4in frame; gaunt, rangy like a newborn foal, and
surrounded by large duffel bags; unmistakably Powell, waiting

patiently by the National Express drop-off at Luton Airport. I've been
looking forward to meeting him again. It's his attitude, his 'no bullshit' yet
modest demeanour. But will it all be the same? Al PoweU has just qualified
as a mountain guide, started a business and become a father, with a baby
son, Adam, and another child on the way. I wonder if having so much to
think about will affect him, will affect the climb. Will affect me!

'Hey up Mr Powell, how's it going?' I call from the window of my Berlingo
van - my transport, my office, my home. I drive the wrong way around the
car park to pull up as close as possible, on double yellows, to the pile of
bags. We load them quickly as a dark-suited, peaked-capped, gold braided
private security guard heads purposefully in our direction.

Making our escape, we chug along toward my sister's house, deep in
conversation, catching up. Powell is mumbling, another one of his traits. I
nod, frown, shake my head and add 'oh' and 'ah' and hope they are in the
right place; not that it would matter as AI is so engrossed in stories of
fatherhood, business strategy and work he wouldn't notice.

'So when exactly are you flying home?' I ask nervously.
'Oh, it's...err...hang on let's check.'
'My god,' I think, 'he doesn't even know when he returns.'
Powell pulls a small notebook from his pocket and flicks the pages.
'Yes, here it is,' a note of triumph at having found something in this

topsy-turvy filing system. 'The 23rd.'
I narrowly avoid driving the van off the dual-carriageway; then, compos

ing myself, attempt to answer neutrally. 'Oh, that doesn't give us long to
nail Chac', does it? What was wrong with the flight on the 31st I secured
for you?' I know the answer before it is spoken but have to let my disgrun
tlement be known, if only quietly.

'Under a little pressure from home.'
It's hardly surprising really. AI is never at home and with a growing young

family his climbing would strain the most settled of relationships. His partner
has been very understanding, but of late the reins were being shortened
and with him away with work so often, this was understandable. But why
does it have to affect me and impinge on my obsession?

We are heading south together once again, to the Peruvian Andes and
another big, unclimbed face. This time I really hope the story of 'safe and
secure' I have been telling my family and friends, is not untrue. Neither of
us want a repeat of the Jirishanca death lob of 2002 or the very scary, though
successful, ascent of Fear and Loathing on the same mountain in 2003.
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The familiar journey went well: hours of flight, dossing on the floor of
Lima airport, taxis, a whole day crushed and sweltering in a bus, and finally
meeting friends as we disembarked in the middle of the bustling town of
Hauraz. We rushed the acclimatisation. Time was of the essence. I secretly
cursed Powell and his limited time affecting my chances of climbing a new
route on the pointed east face of Chacraraju Este. But I said nothing,
reasoning that even with limited time I would rather climb with AI than
anyone else.

Returning to Hauraz, on a visit to the dark interior of Mount Climb, the
local gear shop, we were dealt a hammer blow. All the area's new routes
and topos are collated at the shop, and it emerged that two Slovenians had
climbed our line in 2000. Both had been killed later that year in Nepal,
leaving news of their Chacraraju ascent unreported beyond Hauraz.

We decided to go anyway. They had used aid to climb the line. Maybe
we could free it? .. Maybe another unclimbed line would present
itself? .. Maybe we fooled ourselves? ..Crazy? ..Maybe?

With a full rack of climbing equipment and full of dreams and aspirations,
we followed the donkeys, carrying 10 days' worth of food, into the deep
valley, richly covered with quenal trees, dark green leaves, flaking bark like
burnt skin, into loneliness, into solitude, into the unknown. This is what I
live for - my chosen route, a fust and only ascent. Above, broad open slopes
of pampas, glaciated slabs and stunted trees promised a lung-busting time
ahead. I hoped I could fully acclimatise while stocking a high bivvi beneath
the icefall and the awesome east face. Time would tell, but there wasn't
much of it.

Two days of bad, snowy, rainy weather have made our route decision for
us. No longer the steep direct line following a shallow runnel, following
the Slovenians. Snow dusting the faces has made technical rock climbing
impossible. I'm glad. Since the discovery that 'our' line had already been
climbed it has lost some of the aura that surrounds an unclimbed route.

We sit together close to the campfire; silent, immersed in our own
personal thoughts, watching the mackerel-shimmering embers glow and
spark as the wind catches the growing mound of hot charcoal. The wild
and windy west coast of Scotland comes to mind; hand-line fishing, Dad,
my sister and me; Mum sat in the car listening to the Radio 4 play, protected
against the cold and wet north wind. Feathers of bright blue, red and green
disguise the barbed points of the fishhooks; hit the mackerel ~hoal and
drag them in, all blue and silver and shimmering.

Tomorrow we go, our ambitions now set on Chacraraju's south-east ridge.
It has had one ascent but only from the final headwall by a Japanese team
in 1976 who used aid over many days. Condemned men, we sit in quiet
contemplation. Powell breaks the spell.

'It's a fine line you know, the direct one; if we were in the Alps people
would throw themselves at it. Why should it matter if the Slovenians beat
us 'to it?' He continues in a whisper, wondering what motivates climbers.



58. Chacraraju, showing east face and south-east ridge. (Nick Bullock)
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'Why does it have to be a new line? Why do some climbers choose the
partners they do? Guaranteed article, guaranteed publicity, pleased sponsors,
more work with a successful summit?' Powell is getting louder and angrier.

'Is this why some climb in a style which almost guarantees success? Alpine
style, bollocks! Anyone starting a route with a portaledge andjumars who
then calls it alpine style should have a serious look at their motivation.
They should be truthful in their reasons. They should be truthful in their
reporting. They should leave the climb until someone better comes along,
someone who can do it in good style. Start at the bottom carrying what
you can in a rucksack and go to the top. At times aid is needed but you
don't go expecting to aid it, jug it, sit it out on your ledge, abseil back to the
valley for a break, restock, de-stress, start again, rested, fresh.'

Powell is really animated, his face lit by the red glow of the fire. The
freezing temperature outside the ring of the fire does nothing to cool his
rant.

'What is really motivating these people? Piolet d'Or awards? I don't know,
but one thing I do know for sure - it isn't alpinism, and as long as this type
of ascent goes on we are going back, not forward.'

I sit quiet, digesting, assessing my own motivation. Being sponsored does
not sit comfortably with me. I feel the need to give back so I feel the need to
perform, but I will always climb for me, and at times fail; the line and the style
are paramount, nothing else matters. Powell has spoken for the two of us.

The following night we begin our climb, a methodical kick and pick,
head torches illuminating the snow and ice, until we reach the lowest point
in the ridge and turn right. A mile of Peruvian, fluted, mushroomed,
overhanging uncertainty awaits us, but the way to this scary stuff is barred
by a red and grey crumbling granite step. I lead; it's difficult climbing, out
of balance and unprotected. I take my gloves off to feel the grey stuff, but it
doesn't help. Nor does taking off my rucksack. The impasse remains. I
have a nagging feeling of being a let-down. Have I lost it since breaking my
ankle?

'This is desperate, I'm coming back down, I've broken one ankle this
year and that's enough.' I feel justified in my decision when Powell doesn't
even contemplate leading the pitch. He scuttles off, following a gangplank
out right, secures himself at the foot of another difficult-looking rock pitch
and informs me it will be easy.

'Look at all the holds,' he says.
'So why don't you lead it?' I think.
Fortunately it goes, with gear and a little technique. Powell follows on a

top-rope.
'How did you do the move right?' he shouts, quite loud for once.
'I did it by using all those holds you helpfully pointed out,' I answer with

smug satisfaction, thinking, 'Yes, you bastard, now you try, you see, use all
those big holds.'

Powell completes the pitch then leads up very loose but easy ground



59. Al Powell climbing the south-east ridge of Chacraraju. (Nick Bullock)



60. 'A spine of unconsolidated Gothic formations.' (Nick Bullock)
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until we are stood on the knife-edged ridge. Moving together is the only
option. There is nothing to belay to. The snow feels solid; overhanging at
times and corniced, but OK, though the sun is shining with a worrying
intensity.

We continue moving together, balancing, tiptoeing, a circus performance.
Large gargoyles of snow push into the blue and settled sky, barriers for
easy progression, barriers in time. All this tightrope-walking is tenuous,
thought provoking, attention grabbing. Large snow formations grow at right
angles to the ridge; they remind me of the peak of the cap worn by the
security guard at Luton Airport. Over, under, around to the left, the right,
tunnel, cut, move together, no belay, ropes hang in a great arc across a
knife-edge of mushy-white. PoweU confidently stands. I crawl. A BELAY!

We sit and talk. 'This is a fine spot for a bivvi isn't it, Mr PT
'It is, Mr B, and I think we should take it.'
PoweU enlarges a tent/sleeping spot. He's keen to try his new toy. Powell

designed, it's super-light and tent-like. He plays and studies, adjusts while I
sit on a perfect crescent-moon-shaped scoop beneath an overhanging roof
of condensed rotten snow and watch. Adam, the son he talks of so often,
will surely be a designer, a scientist, a thinker and a doer, constantly on the
move, constantly planning, working, competing. All day we have been on
the edge, walking the tightrope. Defying the inevitable.

I think of a paragraph in the book I was reading before the climb started.

In a world of insecurity and ambition and ego, its easy to be drawn in, to
take chances with our lives, to believe what we do and what people say
about us is enough reason to gamble with death. Now looking at your
sleeping face, inches away from me, I wonder how I could ever have thought
glory and prizes and fame were sweeter than life.

Fergal Keane, Letter to Daniel

The writing had nothing to do with climbing but as I read the words it
struck me that it had everything to do with climbing. The previous year, on
Jirishanca, we were involved in a search for two Austrian climbers who
were buried and killed in an avalanche. I witnessed the heartache and trauma
felt by friends left behind. It was then I started to understand. I have no
wife or partner or children, but my parents are still living and I have a sister
and many close friends. I have lived away from Britain for long periods
since becoming a full-time climber. My mother grows old without her son
near. Each time I return to Britain she is older, she has more grey hair, she
is thin. She worries. I feel guilt at this life I have chosen. Is it fair to inflict
this on my parents?

PoweU talks of his son; his hair, his smile, the way he moves, plays, cries.
I cannot begin to comprehend the feelings of being a father. I watch PoweU's
face light up when he talks to me about Adam. The fact that he takes the
time to talk to me, the world's most cynical bachelor, is telling in itself.



61. 'Large gargoyles of snow push into the blue.' (Nick Bullock)

62. 'Snow formations grow at right angles ... a reminder of the security guard's
peaked cap.' (Nick Bullock)
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The night passes and the sun hits the ridge. Immediately the temperature
increases from deatWy cold to just cold, even warm on the north side. I grow
concerned. The ridge ahead is becoming more serrated, a spine of
unconsolidated Gothic formations that will be weakening, sagging and
melting. The rock ribs we climb, to bypass the snow-overhangs, are loose
and moving. I pull on freezer-sized blocks of granite and watch, horrified,
as they rip from the face and fly past the ropes - ropes attached to my waist
and nothing else, hanging in arcs across gullies, over fins of ice, around
bulges of snow and back to Powell who is out of sight, out of hearing and
unable to fathom what is happening.

More blocks pull away, crumble and tumble towards the glacier hundreds
of feet below. The ropes come tight at my waist. Without shouting I wait
for the tell-tale release. When it comes I know Powell has stripped the belay
and is moving over the same unstable, uncertain ground. I try to remember
what gear I placed. Was it good, would it hold if both of us should fall or
one of the fins we balanced across collapse? I decide to forget.

The norm now is 90-metre pitches. The only time I feel safe is when
Powell is on one side of the ridge and I'm on the other. I plan what I could
do if he fell when belayed 40 metres away on the opposite side of the ridge,
beneath an overhang of snow. How long would I wait before it becomes
apparent he has fallen and is hanging, injured, or unconscious?

He has been over an hour now on this pitch. Is he OK? What is happening?
The ropes have remained stationary for ages. I hear tumbling, rock-blocks
crashing down rubble-strewn gullies, as slowly the ropes inches out.

'Al, are you OK?' I shout as loudly as my dry throat will allow, but there's
no reply. I'm under an overhang of ice, the wind whipping spindrift into
my face, and longing for the sun. Fingers are numb, feet and toes cold. I
want it to be just a bad dream and to wake up back in England, make a
coffee in my kitchen, sit in front of my fire, eat fresh toast and read a book.
I don't want to be scared anymore.

The ropes pull me out of my dream world. Following Powell's trench it
becomes apparent why he has taken so long. Balancing on the crest the
ropes run away, down the opposite side of the ridge, across loose crumbling
blocks held in place by rotten, sun-bleached ice and aerated snow. He has
placed a wire low, the rope's pulled it up, an ice-screw into crud, and a wire
into crumbling rock, and then his best piece - one of his tools smashed into
ice. I don't fancy my chances should I fall. A downward traverse, following
a four-inch ledge of gravel, onto a flake system of loose granite ears, onto
rotten ice; then the piece de resistance, a vertical down-climb of a loose corner.

Powell cheers me up by shouting from his hanging position: 'I call this
the Paul Daniels pitch.'

'Why's that then?' I call back, glad of the wait, glad to delay the oncoming
horror show.

Powell grins, then yawps: 'You're going to like this ... But not a lot!'
'Ha, you don't know how right your are, Mr P.'
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I can delay the inevitable no longer and begin the traverse; it reminds me
of entering the headmaster's office years ago. Fifteen intense minutes later
I am down-climbing the corner and enjoying the looseness of the pitch.

'Jesus, you wouldn't want to be climbing this at the top of your grade
would you?'

'No. This would really freak some folk out, you definitely need grades in
hand for this stuff.'

'Yes, about 10 of them,' I think, scrabbling to Powell's position.
Exchanging gear, I wonder about the worth of what we are doing. Are

we ever going to reach the steep stuff at the end of this horror-show ridge?
The next pitch is as tenuous and desperate-looking as everything before. I
don't want to lead it. I want to descend the rotten, deadly rubble-strewn
gully to escape. I want an end to the insecurity.

'We're never going to reach that headwall, you know, let's just bailout
now while we can. Did you see the ridge further on? It looks more dangerous
than anything we've done yet. Two days' worth of climbing, I reckon?'

'Aye, I think you're right, but lead this pitch and then we'll have a better
idea back on top of the ridge.'

'OK, I'll give it a go.' It is said without conviction or confidence. An
hour later I feel pleased that I had the balls to lead the pitch. Vertical, air
pocketed, a warped and twisted wall of layered ice, wood grain without the
strength, and only three pieces of protection within 60 metres, a crumbling
ice bollard, one loose ice-screw and one which had a chance of holding.
Tucked beneath another overhang of rotting ice, waiting for Powell, I look
at what is to come. It looks horrific. Our two days of climbing have just
been the warm-up. Buoyed up by my lead of the last pitch, I am inspired to
continue yet simultaneously feel it would be pointless.

A feeling of worthlessness threatens to overpower me. It is useless to feel
these conflicting emotions. I crave safety and security but also want to push
on. Why would it be pointless to continue, even if we only reach the end of
the ridge, then have to escape? Would it be because it would be just another
failed attempt, not newsworthy, not worth the space for a picture or words
in a magazine? Here I am having an adventure, pushing myself to the limit,
doing what I set out to do 11 years earlier, so it shouldn't matter if we don't
reach the headwall, it shouldn't matter if we run away and escape ... but it
does.

Powell comes over the crest and down-climbs to my shivering form
beneath the ice-roof.

'Have you seen the ridge? Jesus, it looks impossible. Two days' worth of
climbing, at least, and that's only if we live that long.'

I'm glad he has come to a similar assessment. It helps when one so driven
as Al has decided the situation is getting out of hand. I still feel a let-down
though. I still feel a fraud and a lightweight. Would the alpinists of the past
have retreated now the going was getting a little difficult? I don't think so.
They didn't have all this new technology, light gear, synthetic, breathable,



63. Nick Bullock (left, with rope) and AJ Powel! beneath
the south-east ridge of Chacraraju. (Nick Bullock)

quick-drying, as warm as you like clothing, but look at what they climbed
and in what style. They were the real pioneers, the real alpinists.

For once we still have plenty of food, gas and equipment to continue; we
still have energy for climbing and the weather remains settled. But enough
is enough. It is time to descend, time to escape and continue life with less
uncertainty, to lick wounds and plan the next adventure.

Summary: An attempt on the south-east ridge of Chacraraju Este, Cordillera
Blanca, Peru, in 2004 by Nick Bullock and Al Powel!. After two days'
climbing on the ridge with sections of Scottish V/6 (though this gives little
idea of the seriousness) the pair abseiled down the south side of the ridge.
Bullock later joined Swede Adam Kovacs to climb a new direct finish to
the Jaeger Route on the mountain's south face, with two pitches of Scottish
VI and one of V.

Nick Bullock and Al Powell would like to thank the MEF, the BMC and the Sports
Council for the grants, which made this tnjJ possible, and also Mammut, DMM,
RAB, and Outdoor Designs for gear.
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